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When it comes to heading out on a vacation, you want to be absolutely sure that
you’re choosing the right place to go. That may seem like an easy task at first, but
there are many factors to weigh and consider before making your final choice. For
example, what kind of rooms and suites do the hotels and resorts that you are
considering have? How large are they? Are the resorts more aimed towards
adults, families, or both? What are some of the highlights of the hotel, in terms of
the amenities that it offers?
Thailand is lucky enough to be enjoying a boom in tourism traffic, which has, in
turn, seen a surge of activity among its most popular and well-regarded hotels.
For those looking for fun in the sun in Phuket, check out Novotel Phuket Surin
Beach Resort. Here are just a few reasons why it’s a good place to stay.

Lovely Rooms & Great Location
First and foremost, it’s worth mentioning that this resort puts an emphasis on
quality and fun when it comes to the interiors of its rooms.
Secondly, the location is really great, just across the street from the Surin beach.
There are many restaurants and shop around, including the famous 7Eleven.

Pools
Then again, who needs the beach when you have a great swimming pools in your
hotel? Everyone will find a pool that will suits their needs, no matter if you are an

adult who want to have a drink, or a child who just wants to play.
We were traveling with 8 months old infant, and we even found a pool that was
suitable for her. How awesome is that?

Fun for the entire family
Novotel Phuket Surin is one of the most family-friendly resort in the area. When
you stay at this Phuket family resort, you can count on the rooms and suites that
are big enough to accommodate entire families. The restaurant has dining options
for children and adult. Add to that water slides, kids clubs, and other fun aspects
of the pool life, and it should come as no surprise that this place ranks as the best
Phuket family hotel.

Disclosure: We want to thank Novotel Phuket Surin for complimentary stays. All
opinions presented in this post are honest and our own.

